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Step-by-Step Excellence

Identify the End Phase

Assess Care Needs

Aid Communication

Care Till the End

Establish whether the
service user is entering the
end-of-life phase.
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Assess all the needs of the
person nearing the end of
life to plan effective care.

Use effective techniques
to facilitate good two-way
communication.

Assist the service user
to have a dignified and
respectful death.
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7 Steps to Give an Exceptional
End-of-Life Experience
It was 1789 when Benjamin Franklin wrote ‘In this world, nothing is certain except death and
taxes.’ This quote still holds true today. Everyone dies sometime, but 2020 was an exceptional
year for deaths. Coronavirus increased the death rate by 15%. Whilst this was a tragedy for
many, including my family, there were still steps to take at the end-of-life. The problem was
the speed at which the infection took hold – this meant that many people who died did not
have time to make end-of-life plans.
But we can remedy this now.
Everyone ought to make some end-of-life plans. And you should certainly discuss this with the
people you have in your care.

Make Plans for the End-of-life
You will need to follow a series of steps when developing your end-of-life care plans. These are:
1. Recognising when someone is entering the end-of-life phase.
2. Carrying out a holistic assessment of the person’ s care needs.
3. Ensuring the service user and those important to them have all the information they need to
make decisions about their care and treatment.
4. Supporting these people to make decisions that a�fect their ongoing care and treatment.
5. Developing excellent communications systems with everyone involved in the health and
wellbeing of the service user.
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Compulsory Care
Home Vaccinations
Cause Dismay
Dear Reader,
Next month will see the start of compulsory
COVID vaccinations for sta�f in care homes.
The government decided on this change back in
June as only 65% of care home sta�f had received
vaccinations.
To ensure compliance with this new law, you
MUST make sure ALL your sta�f have at least had
their ﬁrst vaccination NOW. They must then
receive the second vaccination by 11th November
(with the 8-week gap in between).
Of course, relatives want their loved ones to
be cared for by sta�f who have received two
vaccinations. But many people have complained
about the compulsory nature of this law. And,
while those who cannot have the vaccination for
medical reasons will be exempt, many don’ t want
it and are petitioning against it. So make sure you
look out for changes or amendments to this new
law, and take steps to comply.
Yours Sincerely,

6. Giving care as planned and updating this as soon as they need it.
7. Ensuring the person has a comfortable and digniﬁed death.

Kim Grove
Editor-in-Chief, Care Consultant

In this issue, we explain how to achieve these 7 steps.

Online Resource Centre
Access hundreds of actionable solutions by way of legally-compliant tools, including checklists,
policies, procedures and care assessment forms, covering the core areas of elderly care. New resources,
written by our experts, are added each month and are all ready to be customised to your organisation’ s needs.
Go to: www.care-quality.co.uk/resources and enter your personal password. Or, if you have not yet created a
password, simply follow the instructions on screen to do so.
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Ask the Experts Email Helpdesk
Get personal, 1:1 advice from our team of
experts, we specialise in care quality, health
& safety, HR and payroll. Just email your
query to cqm@agorabusiness.co.uk and you
will receive an answer within 48 hours.
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Step 1. Take Action to Identify People Approaching
the End of Life
Before you can discuss end-of-life plans, you will need to know who to prioritise when approaching people about this delicate subject. If
you don’ t know who to approach ﬁrst, you may miss the person who you need to talk to most. But there are tools you can use to assist with
this. Read on to ﬁnd out how to recognise those people approaching the end of life.
There is a vast amount of information about end-of-life care. But the
National Institute of Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidance is
research-based and so should always be the ﬁrst port of call.
NICE o�fers several guides on this topic. These include:
●

End-of-life care for adults: service delivery [NG142].

●

End-of-life care for adults [QS13].

●

Care of dying adults in the last days of life [NG31].

This special issue will also guide you through care planning for people at the end-of-life.
But to do this, you need to recognise when someone is entering the
end-of-life phase.

Recognise when Someone is Approaching the End-of-life
Several tools can help you with this, which the NICE documentation
recognises. These include:
The Gold Standards Framework – This o�fers a way to organise and
coordinate care for people nearing the end-of-life. Its Prognostic Indicator Guidance can help you recognise when the person is entering
the end-of-life phase. It uses a 3-step approach to this.
The Amber Care Bundle – This o�fers a 4-step approach to end-of-life
care planning and communicating with all those involved in the person’ s care and wellbeing. But it uses a clinical decision approach to
recognising that the end-of-life is approaching.
The Supportive and Palliative Care Indicators Tool (SPICT) – This is a
tool that helps to recognise deteriorating health. It will also help you
identify unmet needs and develop an end-of-life care plan.
Of course, you don’ t have to use any of these. You might have your
own system for recognising when someone is approaching the endof-life.
One way to recognise when the end-of-life is approaching, as stated
in the Gold Standards Framework, is to ask the ‘Surprise’ question.
This is:
‘Would you be surprised if this person was to die in the next year?’
If your answer is yes, they haven’ t entered the end-of-life phase. If you
answer no, then they have entered the last year of their life and it is
time to prepare for this.
You can continue this, to identify how close the person might be to the
end-of-life by repeating the question for di�ferent periods, for example:
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‘Would you be surprised if this person was to die in the next 6 months,
6 weeks or 6 days?’
You’ ll also need to decide whether other signs could help you identify the person has entered the end-of-life phase. Then add this to the
answer to your surprise question. Use our Recognising the End-of-life
Phase Checklist below to help you with this. The more yeses you can
answer, the more likely the person has entered the end-of-life phase.
You can download this from www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

Recognising the End-of-life Phase
Questions to ask
Yes
Does the person have a life-limiting condition (or
more than one of these) e.g. cancer, dementia, heart
conditions, lung conditions, liver or kidney disease? ■
Is the person’ s activity level reducing?
■

No

■
■

Is the person less able to care for themselves than
they were a year/6 months/6 weeks ago?
Is the person losing weight?

■
■

■
■

Are the person’ s symptoms becoming worse or
more di�ﬁcult to control?
Are the person’ s care needs increasing?

■
■

■
■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Are you attending or visiting the person more
regularly?
Has the service user asked clinicians to stop treating
them?
Has the person had any unplanned admissions to
hospital recently?

Discussing End-of-life Needs and Wishes
This is a sensitive subject which people don’ t enjoy starting, however, this is something you must do to help you plan for a good quality
death. But there are ways you can approach this. The recent pandemic can help with this. Use questions like those below to prompt discussions about the end-of-life care needs and wishes.

TIP
Questions to ask:
‘Given the speed the recent pandemic a�fected people, if you were
to become unwell, what would be important to you?’
‘Who would you want around you/informed?’
‘What treatments would be important to you?’
‘What concerns would you have?’
‘What would you worry about or be afraid of ?’
‘What practical problems would you want to resolve?’
‘Who would you want to be with/say goodbye to at the end?’

www.care-quality.co.uk/resources
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Step 2. Use a Robust Process to Assess
End-of-Life Needs
You will need to carry out a holistic assessment of the person’ s needs to enable you to map out an end-of-life care plan. If you don’ t do this,
you may miss something vital which could a�fect the quality of their death. This could upset the friends and family of those le�t, causing
bitterness and complaints. Follow our guidance below to help you cover all aspects during your assessment.
A holistic assessment will help you develop robust end-of-life plans
to help the service user to have a digniﬁed and comfortable death.
A holistic assessment comprises the following areas:
●
●
●
●

Personal information.
Physical needs.
Psychological needs.
Social needs.

●
●

Environmental needs.
Spiritual needs.

The End-of-life Holistic Assessment Questions below o�fers some
suggested questions to help you assess the needs of someone nearing the end-of-life. Work through these to ensure you have a robust
process when assessing service user’ s needs. You can download this
from www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

End-of-life Holistic Assessment Questions
Questions to ask

Questions to ask

Personal information

Social needs

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Who is your key contact?
Who are your signiﬁcant others?
What are your family’ s contact details?
Who is your main carer?
What are your carer’ s contact details?
Do you have any personal information preferences?
Do you have any advance care plans, advance decisions to refuse
treatment or a Do Not Attempt CPR order in place?
N.B. Download our Advance Decisions Guidance for explanations
about these.
Do you have a lasting power of attorney (LPA) in place?

Physical needs
●

●
●

●

●
●

●
●
●

Do you have any weakness in your legs, di�ﬁculty walking or loss
of balance?
Do you feel tired, exhausted or fatigued?
Do you have any breathing di�ﬁculties, shortness of breath or are
you coughing up lots of sputum?
Do you have di�ﬁculty with eating, drinking, swallowing, nausea
or vomiting?
Are you restless, agitated or having problems sleeping?
Do you have any problems with passing urine, incontinence or
constipation?
Are you in pain and what controls this?
Do you have any communication problems or needs?
Do you require the services of an interpreter?

Psychological needs
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Do you understand your condition and is this causing you concern?
Do you have periods of anxiety, worry, fear or panic?
Are your worries a�fecting your sleep?
Do you have any mood swings?
Do you ﬁnd you are lacking interest in things?
Are there things you do that make you feel happy?
Do you have any mental health anxieties?
Are your family worried and anxious?
Are there any outstanding family matters to resolve? Is this
something you need help with?

www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

●
●

●
●

●

●

Do you go out to work? How do you attend/travel to this?
Are you able to manage your own ﬁnances and day-to-day
bill payments? If not, who does this for you?
Is the condition a�fecting your ﬁnances?
Are you able to go shopping and prepare your food and
drink? If not, who does this?
Do you have pets and are you able to manage these (home
care)?
Do you have any leisure pursuits or upcoming events you
would like to attend or continue?

Environmental needs (mainly home care)
●

●
●

●

●

Are you able to get into the rooms you need to e.g. kitchen,
bathroom and bedroom? If not, what do you do about this?
Are you able to look a�ter the house? If not, who does this?
Will you be able to have the home rearranged if the current
layout is not suitable as your condition progresses?
Do you have any plans to move somewhere else if your
condition becomes di�ﬁcult for you or people at home to
manage?
Do you have any equipment needs?

Spiritual needs
●
●

●

●

●

Do you have a faith or belief system you follow?
Do you have any needs related to your religion and are you
able to participate in these? Is there someone who helps you
with this?
Do you have any spiritual, religious or cultural needs such as
diet, fasting, dress, hygiene, attendance at religious services
or festivals?
Do you have any requests or requirements for your care at
the end-of-life?
Who would you want us to notify in the event of your death?
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Step 3. Provide Accurate Information to Help People
Make Tough Decisions
Once you know what needs the person has, you need to provide accurate information to help them make care and treatment decisions. If
this doesn’ t happen, the person may not choose the right care package to ease their symptoms. Follow our recommendations to ensure you
give all the information the person needs to make a robust and informed decision.

Has Your Service User Received all the Information
they Need?
People nearing the end-of-life need to decide about their care and
treatment. To choose the right type of care and treatment, they need
to receive ALL the information available.
If they only receive some of the information, they could miss out on a
cure. Or they may receive treatment that could make their condition
worse. Only that person can decide which way they should go.

●

●

●

●

Considerations to Make when Passing on Information
Of course, there are several considerations to make when giving information to the person.
●

The person may not have the capacity to make the decision. If so,
you and everyone involved in the person’ s care and wellbeing will
need to make best interest decisions on their behalf.

DOWNLOAD
Follow our Mental Capacity Checklist to help you decide whether
you need to arrange for a full mental capacity assessment. You can
download this from www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

●

●

●

●

The person’ s state of health, diagnosis and prognosis may a�fect
the type of care and treatment open to them. You would not want
to give false hope about the potential beneﬁts of a speciﬁc type of
care or treatment if this isn’ t a viable option.
The potential side e�fects of the care or treatment. Will this give
them more pain, hasten the onset of the condition, etc.
Whether the potential care and treatments contravene the person’ s religious or cultural beliefs.
If the person can cope with the care and treatment and its consequences.

What Do People Need to Know to Help them
Make a Decision?
For each care and treatment option, you must also provide extra information. For example:

What are the beneﬁts of having this particular aspect of care or
treatment?
What are the risks associated with each element of care or treatment?
What are the alternatives to the care and treatment on o�fer?
What will happen if the person doesn’ t select this aspect of care or
treatment?

TIP
You must work in partnership with the service user, their
signiﬁcant others, clinicians and complementary services to work
out what care and treatment might be suitable for the person.

Where to Find the Information about Speciﬁc Aspects of
Care and Treatment
This very much depends on what aspects of care and treatment you
are looking for. But the ideas below are a general rule of thumb.
For information about conditions, such as symptoms and symptom
control, go to the condition websites. For example:
●

●

●

For cancers go to https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-cancer/type
For cardiovascular disease including strokes, go to https://www.
bhf.org.uk/informationsupport/conditions
For dementia go to https://www.alzheimers.org.uk/about-dementia/types-dementia/what-dementia

For information about medication and its control, contact your local
pharmacist or district nursing service. For care that is health-related
e.g. wound management, PEG feeding or suction, contact the district
nursing service.
For unusual aspects of social care, contact your local network groups
or professional association. I’ m sure someone there will help. Failing
that, you may ﬁnd answers to your queries by using social media and
the Internet.

Publisher: Agora Business Publications, Ground floor – Water Mill, The Water Mill Park , Broughton, Skipton, BD23 3AG. Tel: 01756 693 180. Fax: 01756 693 196.
Website: www.agorabusiness.co.uk. Email: cs@agorabusiness.co.uk Reg No: OC323533, VAT No: GB 893 3184 95. ISSN 2050-7569
This publication is for general guidance only and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Any legal advice is relevant at the
date of publication and may be subject to change. Documents may need to be tailored to suit individual circumstances and professional advice should be sought before
any action is taken, or any decision is made to refrain from action. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we and our contributors do not accept liability for any direct,
indirect, special, consequential or other losses or damages of whatsoever kind arising from any action or inaction of the reader other than the liability limited to the fee
paid for the single publication. ©2021 Agora Business Publications LLP. No part of this publication, including documents and other materials forming the subscription
(the ‘Publication’), may be reproduced or transmitted in any form, or stored in any retrieval system without permission.
We help you achieve through information you can trust.
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Step 4. O�fer Support to the Service User and those
Important to Them
At this delicate time, you should o�fer people lots of comfort and support to help them with the end-of-life ordeal. Yet you must still respect
the conﬁdentiality of the service user and the person’ s right or capacity to make decisions. If you don’ t, this could leave you open to complaints and allegations of abuse. We o�fer some advice on how to avoid this.
When a person enters the end-of-life period, we give them a lot of
our time. But the family may also need some care and support. Think
about how much of a loss a death will be to a spouse who married the
service user 60 years ago. The thought of losing that person will be
immense.
So it’ s important to think of them too at this di�ﬁcult time. Providing
advice and support to them will also beneﬁt the service user and help
them have a comfortable and digniﬁed death.
Support like this doesn’ t need to be time-consuming or expensive.
Support to family and friends might comprise:
●

●

Explaining the pathway of the condition and the symptoms the person might expect to see. This will give the person time to come to
terms with it and know what to expect as the condition progresses.

Behaviour
or Emotion
False hope.

Maintain the conﬁdentiality of the service user. This is important
if the service user asks you not to divulge certain information to
family or friends. If this happens, you should still support the family
but do this in a way that doesn’t give away conﬁdential information.
If the person loses capacity, it may then be appropriate to share
certain information. Particularly if this enables people to make
best interest decisions about future care and treatment.

Fear and
anxiety.

●

O�fering practical help and advice. Family members may be concerned about the imminent death of a loved one, particularly if
that person has been the main breadwinner in the family.
Concerns about the home, ﬁnances, jobs and pensions can get on
top of people. You can help by explaining that they can ﬁnd help
from the local bereavement advisor (CRUSE is a good place to
start). Social services can help with understanding ﬁnances and
talk to the person about housing issues.
www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

●

●

●

Anger.

●
●
●

●

●
●

Denial.

●

●

Grief and
loss.

●
●

●

TIP
The service user may have a friend or relative with a health and
welfare LPA. If they do, you will need to share conﬁdential information with them once the person loses capacity. Particularly as
they will need to make decisions on behalf of the service user.

Tips

●

Listening to them to identify their feelings and emotions. They
may be feeling sad, they may be tearful or they may express physical anger. Knowing how to deal with these emotions at the end-oflife will help the family, the service user and you.

Follow our guidance in the Dealing with Di�ﬁcult Behaviours and
Emotions Checklist right. You can download this from www.carequality.co.uk/resources
●

Dealing with Di�ﬁcult Behaviours and Emotions

●

Coercion
(by a family
member and
especially if
the service
user has
capacity).

●
●

●

●

●

✔

Allow the service user and their family to
express their hopes and wishes.
Don’ t give false hope.

■
■

Talk to the person about their fears and
anxieties to ﬁnd out what this relates to.
Find practical solutions to these issues
(e.g. referrals).

■
■

Don’ t take anger personally.
Don’ t retaliate.
Sta�f should remove themselves from
danger.
Recognise the anger and allow the person
to exhibit this (it will help them to come
to terms with the reason for the anger).
Listen to the person.
Explain that you are available to talk
whenever the person feels able.

■
■
■
■
■
■

If the person is not unduly worried or
distressed by this, sta�f should not force
the person into acceptance.
■
If the person is distressed, sta�f should
refer them to someone with experience in
dealing with denial.
■
Accept these emotions as normal.
Be available for the service user and the
family to talk to you if needed.
Identify and signpost the person towards
any help they might have with any
practical concerns raised.
Be aware of when the person might need
additional help and support from the GP
e.g. with depression.

■

Don’ t collude with family members.
Loyalties must lie with the service user if
they have capacity.
Try to understand why the family wants
to coerce you into doing something.
There may be practical issues you can
help with.
Explain that you cannot go against a
person’ s wishes.
Be aware of any safeguarding issue that
coercion might identify.

■

■
■
■

■

■
■
■
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Step 5. Use E�fective Techniques to Ensure Active
Communication
You must communicate well with the service user, those important to them and other services involved in the care. Not doing so could
cause confusion, complications and result in complaints from all parties. We o�fer some suggestions of the di�ferent methods you can use
to get your message across to those involved with the service user’ s care and treatment.
Of course, we know that communication is in three parts:
1. Verbal communication – whether this is talking face-to-face, on
the phone or via text or email. But according to Mehrabian (1971),
this only accounts for 7% of the message.
2. Non-verbal communication – the clues you receive about the
communication. Although easier to detect face-to-face, you can
usually tell whether someone is happy, sad or angry. The sound of
their voice over the phone will give you clues to this. If you hear
a clipped voice and brief answers, you know the person is angry.
Similarly, if you receive a text or email in capital letters, it can seem
like someone is shouting at you.
The way you say something relays more about the message than
the words you say. Tone accounts for 38% of the message. But the
biggest element is body language at 55%. So if you cannot see the
person, over half of the message may be lost.

TIP
If you are communicating with people at the end-of-life or with
their family and friends, try to do this face-to-face if possible.
You should ensure your tone and body language match the
message you are conveying. You must also make sure any
written communication is clear, accurate, unbiased, and written
compassionately.
3. Listening. This is a di�ﬁcult skill to master. How many times have
you been in the middle of a sentence and the person you were talking to has butted in? That person wasn’ t listening properly! But
you can learn this skill. It’ s a useful one to have.
�

DOWNLOAD
Download the How to Participate in Active Listening table to
improve your active listening skills. You can download this from
www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

Appreciate that there are Barriers to E�fective
Communication
At the end-of-life stage, there may be many barriers to e�fective communication. For example, the service user may not be able to hear or
understand you. Friends or family may not want to hear bad news. Or
the environment may not allow e�fective communication to take place.

If you can understand the barriers, and how to overcome these, then
you should be able to communicate better with others.
In addition, you can follow our 8 E�fective Communication Techniques below to help you communicate more e�fectively with the service users and those important to them.

8 E�fective Communication Techniques
1. Focus on the message you want to convey rather than the
person. Don’ t think about whether they tend to get angry,
deny what is happening or ignore your advice.
2. Match the message with your words, tone and body
language.
3. Be descriptive about your message. Describe the
consequences of your message and o�fer acceptable
alternatives.
4. Give the person time to participate in the conversation.
5. Be speciﬁc about the message as it relates to the person, not
how it a�fects people generally.
6. Plan how you are going to explain the situation beforehand
so that you sound knowledgeable and professional. Don’ t
interrupt or leave long pauses whilst conveying your
message. It will not sound sincere.
7. Take responsibility for the message by using words such as
‘I’ or ‘me’, rather than ‘they said’ or ‘we think’. Otherwise, the
person may be unsure who the message is coming from.
8. Listen to the response the person gives. The person will feel
valued if you listen to them properly. Use the active listening
skills information mentioned earlier to help with this.

DOWNLOAD
You can ﬁnd more Information and Communication Needs Tips
to help sta�f improve communication skills by downloading our
checklist from www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

Use Relevant Communication Tools whenever Necessary
The person may wear spectacles or a hearing aid to help them communicate with others. They may also use other tools to communicate.
If you need to talk to them about their care and treatment, you must
make sure you use the aids and tools available to assist with good
communication.

DOWNLOAD

DOWNLOAD

Download our Barriers to E�fective Communication Table. This
o�fers suggestions of how to overcome some of these barriers. You
can download this from www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

Download our Communication Aids and their Uses table to
help with this. Download this from www.care-quality.co.uk/
resources
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Step 6. Provide Exceptional Care and Treatment to
Guarantee a Good Quality Death
Your end-of-life care plan is an important document. It outlines the care the person will need to keep them comfortable and pain-free at
the end-of-life. You must review this regularly and keep it up-to-date to avoid an uncomfortable death. Read on to ﬁnd out how you can
amend care quickly so the person can die peacefully with their loved ones around them.
You will develop your care plan with the service user (or their family
or LPA if relevant). This will outline the care the person will receive.
This should also outline any advance care plan requirements or CPR /
advance decisions to refuse treatment in place.

Review Your End-of-life Care Plan Regularly
You must review this care plan regularly. But the gaps between each
review will depend upon how far along the end-of-life trajectory the
person is.
In the beginning, this might be monthly, but as time goes on, this
might change to weekly, daily or even hourly at the very end.
You must have the facilities in place to carry out this review, especially
if it is hourly. You will need regular sta�f, present sta�f and the ability
to amend care quickly as it’ s needed. This will need some planning.

Review Example
You will need a copy of the End-of-life Care Plan: Sarah Castle
for this example. You can download this from www.care-quality.
co.uk/resources. You can see in this care plan, there is a plan for her
to be pain free at the end.
Below is a Care Plan Review Example of how the pain relief review
may play out. You can download this from www.care-quality.
co.uk/resources.
You will need to do this for every relevant part of the care plan.

Of course, your review will include more elements than this and it’ s
likely to contain many symptom control elements. At the end-of-life,
people can experience a range of symptoms of which pain is only one.
There could be incontinence, di�ﬁculty eating or swallowing, di�ﬁculty breathing or restlessness. We o�fer advice on how to treat such
symptoms at the end-of-life in the Controlling Symptoms at the
End-of-life Examples below. A full checklist is available to download
from www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

Controlling Symptoms at the End-of-life Examples
Symptom
Breakthrough
pain.
Loss of appetite.

Controls
●
●

●
●

Nausea and
vomiting.

●

●

Shortness of
breath.
Infections.

●
●

●

●

Care Plan Review Example
Time: Time: Time:
12:00 14:00 16:00
Pain scale

3

Regular Meds given

✔

4

6

●

●

●

Urinary
problems and
incontinence.

Meds review
Syringe driver commenced
Time: Time: Time:
17:00 18:00 19:00
7

9

Regular Meds given
PRN meds given

Constipation.

●

✔

PRN meds given

Pain scale

Lack of energy
and fatigue.

✔

✔

Meds review

✔

Syringe driver commenced

✔

www.care-quality.co.uk/resources
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Mouth
problems.

●

●

●

●

Swallowing
di�ﬁculties.

Reduced tissue
viability.

●

●

Use a simple pain chart.
Give regular medication when due and
supplement this with PRN medication.
Make sure the person drinks �luids.
O�fer small amounts of food more o�ten.
Avoiding strong smells in the room e.g.
food, perfumes or sprays.
Encourage them to sip ﬁzzy drinks in
small amounts.
Encourage the person to sit upright.
Keep the surroundings quiet so that the
service user can become calm.
Care sta�f should not attend the service
user if they have an infection.
Record and report infections
immediately.
Encourage frequent rests.
Carry out care in short spurts to allow the
service user time to recover.
Encourage the person to drink plenty of
�luids and eat some fruit or vegetables.
O�fer fruit juices.
Encourage the service user to drink
plenty of �luids.
If the person is incontinent, clean this
straight away.
Encourage the person to drink plenty of
�luids such as water or pineapple juice.
If able, they could suck on an ice cube.
You should seek the advice of a speech
and language therapist about the type
and consistency of food and �luid the
person can tolerate.
Ensure care sta�f relieve pressure
regularly.
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END-OF-LIFE CARE PLANNING

Matters

Step 7. Deliver a Kind and Caring Experience in the
Last Few Days of Life
You will want to care for a person entering the last few days of life with dignity and respect. You will need to balance symptom control with
a tenderness of care, so you don’ t exhaust the person and cause premature death. Follow our suggestions below to help the person receive
a kind and caring experience during their last few days.

Identify when the End-of-life Might be Approaching
You will want the last few days of the service user’s life to be a comfortable and pain-free experience. To enable this to happen, you will
need to know when the end-of-life is approaching. Of course, no one
can be certain when this might happen. (I have heard stories of miraculous recoveries when someone has entered the last few days of life).

At this time, your care and treatment will change to one of just care
and comfort, rather than treatment. Although treatments such as
pain relief, suction and regular turning may still be in place to maintain comfort and dignity. You will need to take the following actions:
●

●

To help you understand when the end might be approaching, use the
Identifying the Last Few Days of Life Checklist below. The person
will not experience all these symptoms, but having 5 or more of these
may indicate that they are entering this ﬁnal phase. You can download this from www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

●

●

Identifying the Last Few Days of Life
Symptom

Yes

No

Is the person conﬁned to their bed?

■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■

●

■
■

■
■

●

■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■
■

Is the person weak?
Is the person asleep for most of the time?
Is the person sensitive to movement?
Are the person’ s ﬁngers, toes, nose or lips cold and /
or blue?
Does the person have mottled skin?
Is the person’ s appearance grey or translucent
looking?
Is the person’ s breathing becoming slower?
Is the breathing irregular?
Is the person’s breathing noisy and / or does it rattle?
Does the person cough?
Does the person have a fast heartbeat and
breathing rate?
Does the person have a temperature?
Is the person sweaty?
Is the person experiencing pain more o�ten?
Has the person stopped passing urine?
Has the person become incontinent?
Does the person have di�ﬁculty swallowing food
and / or drink?
Is the person delirious?
Does the person shout out occasionally?
Does the person’ s body twitch or jerk about?
Is the person sensitive to noise and / or light?
Has the person haemorrhaged?
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■
■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■
■
■

●

●

Treat everyone with dignity and respect.
Ensure you review the care regularly, hourly if needed, to make
sure the person’ s symptoms are under control.
Keep talking to the service user to reassure them you will care for
them until the end.
Talk to the person’ s friends and relatives. Keep them informed
about the situation without breaching conﬁdentiality.
Talk to clinicians about any reviews to treatment that needs their
immediate input and expertise.
Provide privacy for the service user (and their family).
If you have other service users, keep them informed (if they want
to be) without breaching the conﬁdentiality of the service user.
Allow and enable any spiritual, religious or cultural traditions
and services that the person might want to take part in.

Provide Spiritual, Religious or Cultural Support
You will already have identiﬁed the spiritual, religious and cultural
needs of the service user during the end-of-life assessment. But as
people move closer to the end-of-life, these needs may become more
important and you should facilitate this. This might include:
●

Visits by religious leaders.

●

Services involving family and friends.

●

Wearing speciﬁc items of clothing or religious accessories.

●

Cleansing the body.

●

Moving the furniture around.

Family members will let you know if there are any religious or cultural
customs or rituals for the person who is dying. If not, contact the person’ s religious leader for advice.

DOWNLOAD
Alternatively, use our Religious and Cultural Needs at the Endof-life table to identify some customs or rituals you may need to
assist with. You can download this from www.care-quality.co.uk/
resources
www.care-quality.co.uk/resources

